Ideal for rubber tube, hose, profile, strip, sheet and cable production.

Complete Rubber Production Lines

- Screw extruders
- Salt bath vulcanisation production lines
- Microwave vulcanisation production lines
- Hose braiding production lines
- Thermal insulation production lines
- Silicone profile production lines
- Rubber profile, hose and tube production lines
- Ancillaries, extruder heads, take-off systems

...a lifetime of reliability and support
Barwell works in partnership with Baina - another world leading rubber processing machinery manufacturer - to provide rubber factories with complete production lines.

'Barwell-Baina' products are of exceptionally high quality and will process multiple types of rubber.

Lines can extrude, cure, and provide final processing, finishing and take-off.

Our customised production lines are ideal for the production of rubber tubing, rubber hoses, profiles, strips, sheets and cables.

We can also provide highly accurate and fast 'braiding' solutions; including the ability to combine different material types to help meet customers’ specific and intricate product design requirements.

Support

We will conduct a comprehensive assessment of your needs, followed by a bespoke production line specification and quote, and subsequently, manufacture your line and install in your factory.

All machines are supported by full operator training, servicing and spare parts.

Contact us to progress your requirements.

...a lifetime of reliability and support

Barwell Global Ltd.
Atria Court, 60 Papworth Business Park, Papworth Everard, Cambridge, CB23 3GY UK

Barwell Global USA
2868 Westway Drive, Unit E, Brunswick, Ohio 44212-5661 USA